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In this note we consider various types of oscillating properties for a sequence
space E being motivated by an oscillating property introduced by Snyder and by
recent papers dealing with theorems of Mazur]Orlicz type and gliding hump
properties. Our main tools, two summability theorems, allow us to identify two
such oscillating properties for a sequence space E one of which provides a
sufficient condition for E ; F to imply E ; W while the other affords a sufficientF
condition for E ; F to imply E ; S . Here F is any L -space, a class of spacesF w
which includes the class of separable FK-spaces, S denotes the elements of FF
having sectional convergence, and W denotes the elements of F having weakF
sectional convergence. This, in turn, is applied to yield improvements on some
other theorems of Mazur]Orlicz type and to obtain a general consistency theorem.
Furthermore, combining the above observations with the work of Bennett and
Kalton we obtain the first oscillating property on a sequence space E as a
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b  b .sufficient condition for E , the b-dual of E, to be s E , E sequentially complete
whereas the second assures both the weak sequential completeness of E b and the
 b .AK-property for E with the Mackey topology of the dual pair E, E . Q 1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Numerous authors have used various gliding hump properties imposed
on the multiplier space of a sequence space E which are weaker than the
assumption that E be solid but are nonetheless sufficient to obtain
consistency theorems or, equivalently, to establish the weak sequential
completeness of E b, the b-dual of E, and thus getting theorems of
 w x .  wMazur]Orlicz type see 2 for references . Recent experience see e.g., 8,
x.12, 11, 1 has shown that it is sufficient to look for gliding hump properties
satisfied for each x in E, that is, ``pointwise'' gliding hump properties,
rather than imposing a uniform hump property on E via the multiplier
 .space M E .
w xFor example, Noll in 8 introduced the so-called weak gliding hump
property and showed that it is a sufficient condition for the sequential
w xcompleteness of the b-dual. Stuart 11 extended Noll's result for the
signed weak gliding hump property. The latter property captures the space
w xbs whereas the former does not. See also 6 for additional results on the
w x  w x.signed weak gliding hump property. Furthermore, in 1, 11 see also 6 it
is pointed out that the weak gliding hump property and, more generally,
the signed weak gliding hump property of a sequence space E implies not
only the weak sequential completeness of E b but also the AK-property of
 b .the Mackey topology of the dual pair E, E . This proves that there is a
big gap between the class of sequence spaces having the signed weak
gliding hump property and the class of sequence spaces with weakly
sequentially complete b-duals.
In earlier papers of the first and third authors it is shown that X [ Y l
W has weakly sequentially complete b-dual when the sequence space YE
has a suitable gliding hump property and E is an FK-space containing the
finitely non-zero sequences. Here W denotes the set of all elements of EE
which are the weak limits of their sections. Although such spaces X have
weakly sequentially complete b-duals they will, in general, fail both the
signed weak gliding hump property and the AK-property with respect to
 b .the Mackey topology of the dual pair X, X . Therefore it is of mathe-
matical interest to identify a class of sequence spaces with weakly sequen-
tially complete b-duals which contains both the class of sequence spaces
with the signed weak gliding hump property and the class of spaces
Y l W described above. This goal leads us naturally to the class ofE
sequence spaces having so-called oscillating properties.
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Our main tools are Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, which should be of indepen-
dent interest to summability theorists since they assert that if a matrix B
sums a sequence x having suitable properties then it cannot sum a lot of
sequences of the type yx, where y is a suitable oscillating sequence. As a
consequence we obtain several theorems of Mazur]Orlicz type which
w ximprove upon theorems in 2, 6, 1 .
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
 .Let v denote the linear space of all scalar real or complex sequences.
By a sequence space E we shall mean any linear subspace of v. A
sequence space E with a locally convex topology t is called a K-space if
 .the inclusion map i: E, t ª v is continuous, where v has the topology
of coordinatewise convergence. A K-space with a Frechet topology isÂ
called an FK-space. If, in addition, the topology is normable then it is
called a BK-space. We will assume throughout familarity with the standard
FK-spaces and their natural topologies as well as the properties enjoyed by
 w x. w xthese spaces see, e.g., 13, 7 . We refer the reader to 4 for a discussion
of L -spaces, a class of K-spaces which includes, as a proper subset, thew
class of separable FK-spaces.
For a sequence space E the multiplier space of E and the b-dual of E
are given by
< 4M E s x g v xy g E for each y g E .
and
bE s x g v x y converges for each y g E , k k 5
k
where xy denotes the coordinatewise product.
k  .`Let e denote the sequence of ones and let e s d be the k thjk js1
coordinate vector. For x g v, n g N the nth section of x is
n
kP x s x e . . n k
ks1
 .  .  .If E, F is a dual pair then s E, F , t E, F denotes the weak topology
and the Mackey topology, respectively. For a sequence space E and a
b  .linear subspace F of E , E, F is a dual pair under the natural bilinear
form
 :x , y s x y . k k
k
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If E is a K-space containing w, the space of finitely non-zero sequences,
we let
< XW s x g E P x ª x s E, E 4 .  . .E n
<S s x g E P x ª x in E , 4 .E n
where EX denotes the topological dual of E. A K-space E containing w
with E s S is called an AK-space.E
 .If A s a is an infinite matrix with scalar entries the convergencenk
domain
`
<c s x g v Ax s a x g cA nk k / 5
k ns1
w xadmits a natural FK-topology 13 . For x g c we write lim x s lim Ax. IfA A
w ; c let a s lim a and defineA k n nk
I s x g c a x exists ,A A k k 5
k
 .  .L : I ª K by L x s lim x y  a x where K s C or K s R , andA A A A k k k
H <L s x g I L x s 0 . 4 .A A A
Further if w ; c we write W , S instead of W , S . Obviously W ; LH .A A A c c A AA A
 .A sequence space E is said to be solid if m ; M E and monotone if
 .m ; M E , where m denotes the linear span of all sequences of zeros0 0
and ones.
w x  w x.In 8 Noll see also 12 introduced the weak gliding hump property of
a sequence space E and showed that if E enjoys this property then E b is
 b .s E , E sequentially complete. However, the space bs, which is known to
have weakly sequentially complete b-dual, fails the weak gliding hump
w xproperty. Motivated by this observation Stuart 11 extended Noll's result
to spaces which have the signed weak gliding hump property and he
showed that bs satisfies the latter property if the scalar field is K s R.
Here we introduce several new signed properties with the aim of obtaining
improved theorems of Mazur]Orlicz type.
  j..A sequence y in v is called a block sequence if there exists an index
 .  j.  .sequence g with g s 1 and y s 0 for k - g and g F k j g N .j 1 k j jq1
Therefore, each y  j. has the representation y  j. s g jq 1y1 y  j.ek and theksg kj
 j.  .coordinatewise sum y s  y is the limit of this series in v, t and isj v
given by y s y  j. for g F k - g and j g N. By definition, a blockk k j jq1
  j..  j.  .sequence y is a 1-block sequence if y s 1 g F k - g and j g N .k j jq1
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  j..A sequence y in v is called a step 1-block sequence with respect to an
 .  .index sequence k with k s 1 if there exists an increasing sequence i ini 1 j
N such that:
a i - i j g N , .  .3 jy1 3 j
0 if k - k or k G ki i3 jy2 3 jq1 j. 1.b y s j g N and y G 0, .  .k 1 1 if k F k - ki i3 jy1 3 j
g y  j. is monotonic for k y 1 F k F k .  .k i i3 jy2 3 jy1
and for k y 1 F k F k j g N , .i i3 j 3 jq1
d y s y  j. pointwise sum is constant for k F k - k i g N . .  .  . i iq1
j
Furthermore, it is called a step 1-block sequence if there exists an index
 .   j..sequence k such that y is a step 1-block sequence with respect toi
 .k .i
In particular, each 1-block sequence is a step 1-block sequence and any
  j..  j.  . 5  j. 5step 1-block sequence y fulfills 0 F y F 1 j g N and sup y b¨k j
s 2. A 1-block sequence is said to be a 1-block sequence with respect to an
 .  .index sequence k if it is a step 1-block sequence with respect to k . Thei i
definition of a step 1-block sequence is illustrated by the following picture.
In the following definitions the convergence of the sums is coordinate-
wise.
DEFINITION 2.1. A sequence space E containing w has the signed
 .pointwise gliding hump property SIGNED P GHP if for each x g E and
  j.. 5  j. 5every block sequence y with sup y - ` there exist a subse-b¨j
 n k ..   j..  .  4quence y of y and a sequence h in 1, y1 such that yx g E,k
where y [  h y n k ..k k
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Now other gliding hump properties can be defined depending upon
 n k ..additional properties enjoyed by the subsequence y in Definition 2.1.
 .  n k ..2.1.1 If y can be chosen such that for each subsequence
  m k ..  .  4y of it there exists a sequence h in 1, y1 with yx g E, wherek
y [  h y  m k . then we say E has the signed strong pointwise gliding humpk k
 .property SIGNED SP GHP .
 .  n k ..2.1.2 If y can be chosen such that for each subsequence
  m k ..  .  4  m k .y of it and each h in 1, y1 we get yx g E, where y [  h yk k k
then we say E has the absolute strong pointwise gliding hump property
 .ABSOLUTE SP GHP .
For convenience we use in the following the notion of a strong subse-
  jk ..   j..  < 4quence y of a sequence y in the sense that N R j k g N is ank
infinite subset of N.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let E be a sequence space containing w. E is defined
 .to have the signed pointwise oscillating property SIGNED P OSCP if for each
 .x g E and any index sequence k with k s 1 there exists a strongi 1
 n j..  n ..  .subsequence y of a step 1-block sequence y with respect to ki
 .  4such that there exists a sequence h in 1, y1 with yx g E, wherej
y [  h y n j..j j
Now similarly to the case of gliding hump properties other oscillating
properties can be defined; in the following we need
 .  n ..2.2.1 If in Definition 2.2, y can be chosen such that for each
 n j..  .  4subsequence y of it and each sequence h in y1, 1 we get yx g E,j
where y [  h y n j., then we say E has the absolute strong pointwisej j
 .oscillating property ABSOLUTE SP OSCP .
We remark that the just defined oscillating properties are motivated by
w xan oscillating property introduced by Snyder 10 and some recent papers
connected with theorems of Mazur]Orlicz type and gliding hump proper-
ties.
DEFINITION 2.3. We say E has the signed pointwise weak gliding hump
 .property SIGNED P WGHP and the signed pointwise 01-oscillating property
 .SIGNED P 01-OSCP if the definition of the SIGNED P GHP and the SIGNED
  j..P OSCP is fulfilled for subsequences of 1-block sequences y , respec-
tively.
w xNote that the SIGNED P WGHP is due to C. Stuart 11 .
Remark 2.4. Let E and Y be sequence spaces containing w.
 .a ABSOLUTE SP GHP ; ABSOLUTE SP OSCP ; SIGNED P OSCP.
 .b ABSOLUTE SP GHP ; SIGNED SP GHP ; SIGNED P GHP ; SIGNED
P WGHP ; SIGNED P 01-OSCP ; SIGNED P OSCP.
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 .c If Y has the SIGNED P GHP and E has the ABSOLUTE SP OSCP
then E l Y has the SIGNED P OSCP.
If we replace in the above definitions of the gliding hump and oscillating
 .  4  < < < 4properties see 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 the set 1, y1 by S [ z g K z s 1 ,
where K denotes the scalar field, that is, we take in the case of complex
sequences a signum sequence on the unit circle instead of a sign sequence,
then we get more general definitions and all results of the paper remain
true.
3. MAIN RESULTS
First of all we identify large classes of sequence spaces having the
ABSOLUTE SP GHP and the ABSOLUTE SP OSCP, respectively.
THEOREM 3.1. Let E be an FK-space containing w. Then S has theE
ABSOLUTE SP GHP whereas W has the ABSOLUTE SP OSCP.E
Proof. The first part of the statement can be proved by a refinement of
w xthe proof of 1, Theorem 3.3 . For a proof of the second, let x g W andE
 .an index sequence k be fixed. Furthermore, let ! ! be a paranormi
w x generating the FK-topology t of E. According to 2, Lemma 1 see also
w x.   r ..the text following 3, Remark 2.3 we may choose a sequence x in the
  . < 4convex hull of P x i g N such thatk y1i
x  r . ª x in E, t , 1 .  .
tr
 r .x s m P x . r i k y1i
issr
tr
s , t g N with s F t - s , 0 F m F 1, m / 0, m s 1 . 2 .r r r r rq1 r i r t r ir /issr
 .  .By virtue of 1 we may choose an index sequence r such thatj
! x  r . y x  rqm .!- 2yjy1 m g N and r G r . 3 . .j
Then we define
z  j. [ x  r2 j. y x  r2 jy1. j g N and z [ z  j. pointwise sum . .  .
j
 r .  .  j.  .Because of the representation of x in 2 we may choose y j g N
with z  j. s y  j.x,
0 if k - k or k G k¡ s tr r2 jy1 2 j j. ~y sk 1 if k F k - k .¢ t sr r2 jy1 2 j
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  j..Furthermore, as we may check, y is a step 1-block sequence with
 .  .  k j..   j..respect to k . From 3 we get that for each subsequence y of yi
 .  N k j. .and each h in S the sequence  h y x is a Cauchy sequence inj js1 j N
 .  .E, t . Therefore, because of the completeness of E, t and the coordi-
natewise convergence, we have
yx g E with y [ h y k j. coordinatewise sum . .Ä Ä  j
j
 k j.. w xEvidently, y and h y satisfy the conditions in Lemma 2 in 2 , thusÄ j
yx g W . That completes the proof of the theorem.Ä E
Note that we have considered in the above proof more general se-
 .quences h in S .j
The following ``non-summability theorems'' form the basis for the main
results of this paper and should be of independent mathematical interest.
THEOREM 3.2. Let B be a matrix with w ; c and let x g c be gi¨ enB B
 .  .such that at least one of the following statements i , ii is fulfilled:
 .  . hny1i There exists an index sequence h such that lim  b x /n n ks1 k k
lim x.B
 . < n <ii sup  b x s `.n ks1 k k
 .Then there exists an index sequence k such that for each strong subsequencei
  m j..   m ..  .y of any step 1-block sequence y with respect to k we ha¨ei
 m j.  .  .z [ yx f c , where y [  h y pointwise sum and h is any sequenceB j j j
in S .
Proof. First of all we make some considerations in advance. In both
 .  .  .case i and case ii we will choose an index sequence k depending uponi
x g c and information resulting from this fact and w ; c .B B
 .  .For all index sequences k and n and any sequence z g v we usei i
the notations
b z s A q AU q B q C i g N , . n k k i i i ii
k
where the convergence of  b z is assumed,k n k ki
k y1 k y1i i
UA [ b y b z , A [ b z , . i n k k k i k ki
ks1 ks1
k y1 `iq1
B [ b z and C [ b z . i n k k i n k ki i
ksk kski iq1
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 .  .In all cases we will construct the index sequences k and n such thati i
A g c and C g c , .  .i 0 i 0
where z is chosen as is described in the theorem. It is then immediate that
each of the following conditions implies z f c :B
 .  U .  .a A g c and B f c.i i
 .  U .  .  .b A f c and B g c , where i is a suitable index sequence.i i 0 jj j
 . Let x g c and let h with h s 1 be any given index sequence. Later onB n 1
 .  .  . .we will fix h on the base of the properties i and ii . Since w ; c andn B
 .  .  .x g c we may choose index sequences n , k , and n having certainB i i i
properties:
For n [ 1 and k [ h we may choose an n g N such that1 1 n 11
k y11
y1< < < <b y b x - 2 n G n . . nk k k 1
ks1
Then we may choose n ) n such that for k [ h2 1 2 n 2
L
y2b x - 2 n F n , k F l - L . . nk k 1 2
ksl
If we have chosen n and n then for k [ h we determine n ) niy1 i i n i iy1i
with
k y1i
yi< < < <b y b x F 2 n G n ; 4 .  . nk k k i
ks1
furthermore, we choose n ) n such that for k [ h we haveiq1 i iq1 n iq1
L
y iq1.b x - 2 n F n , k F l - L . 5 .  . nk k i iq1
ksl
  m ..  .Now, let y be any step 1-block sequence with respect to k . Then wei
  m j..   m .. 5 5consider in both cases strong subsequences y of y . Using y F 1`
 m j.  .  .for y [  h y , where h g S j g N , and noting d in the definitionj j j
of a step 1-block sequence we get for z [ yx the estimations
k y1i
iª` 6< < < < < <A F b y b x 0i n k k ki
ks1
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 .because of 4 and
k y1` ` `rq1
iª`yr 6< <C F b z F b x F 2 0   i n k k n k ki i
ksk rsiq1 ksk rsiq1iq1 r
 .because of 5 .
 .  .  .  .Now, we shall fix h depending upon i and ii . In case i we mayn
 .choose h such that h s 1 andn 1
h y1n
a [ lim b x / lim x \ d; k k B
n ks1
furthermore we may assume
h y1nqm
ynb x - 2 n , m g N . 6 .  . k k
kshn
 .  .  .  .For this h let k , n , and n be chosen as is described above.n i i i
  m ..  .Furthermore, let y be any step 1-block sequence with respect to ki
  m j..  n ..and let y be any strong subsequence of y . Since it is strong there
 .exists an index sequence j with m q 1 / m for each r g N. Roughlyr j j q1r r
 m j.  .speaking, if we consider y [  y coordinatewise sum then therej
 m j .  m j q1.  .r rexists a 0-block in between y and y ; in particular, if i is chosenj
as in the definition of a step 1-block sequence, then we have
¡0 if k - k or k F k - k r g N .i i i3m y2 3m 3m y21 j q1 j q1r r~y s 7 .k 1 if k F k - k j g N¢  .i i3m y1 3mj j
 .as we may verify with b in the definition of a 1-block sequence by the
aid of the picture following that definition. We will prove z [ yx f c ,B
 m j.  .where y [  h y and h g S j g N .j j j
 .Let r, l g N with 1 F l - r be given. By that and 6 we get
k y1 k y1k y1r rl
b z y b z s b z  k k k k k k
ks1 ks1 kskl
n y1 h y1 n y1r mq1 r
lª`ym 6F b x F 2 0,  k k
msn msnkshl lm
implying the existence of
k y1i
lim b z k k
i ks1
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 U .  .and thus A g c. Now, we prove B f c. By construction we know thati i
¡h x if k F k - k j g N .j k i i3m y1 3mj j~z sk 0 if k F k - k r g N .¢  .i i3m 3mj q1 j q2r r
 .  .  .Thus B s 0 by 7 ; therefore B g c . Then B f c is provedi i 0 i3m 3mj q1 j q1r r
 .if B f c . However, if one puts i [ i , this follows from thei 0 3m y13m jj y1 rr
identities
k y1 k y1iq1 iq1
B s b z s h b x i n k k j n k ki r i
ksk kski i
k y1 k y1 `i i
s h b x y b x y h b y b x y h b x .   j n k k k k j n k k k j n k kr i r i r i /k ks1 ks1 ksk iq1
 .  .  ` k iy1 .because of 4 and 5 and the fact that  b x y  b xks1 n k k ks1 k k ig Ni
 U .  .converges to d y a / 0. Altogether, we proved A g c and B f c,i i
 .thus z f c by a .B
 .In case ii , without loss of generality, we may assume
n
sup R b x s `. k k /
n ks1
 .Therefore, we may choose an index sequence h such that h s 1 andn 1
h y1 h y1nq1 n
< <R b x G n q b x n g N . 8 .  . k k k k /ksh ks1n
 .  .  .  .Again, for this h let k , n , and n be chosen as is described above.n i i i
  m ..  .Furthermore, let y be any step 1-block sequence with respect to k ,i
  m j..   m ..   m j ..rlet y be any strong subsequence of y , and let y be chosen as
 .  m j.in case i . We will prove z [ yx f c , where y [  h y and h g SB j j j
 .j g N .
 .Considering i [ i we get by 7 and the definition of z the3m q1jr .  U .statement B s 0, thus B g c , and also A f c sincei i 0 i
k y1 k y1i i3m 3mk y1 j q1 j y1i r r
U  m .j< < < < rA s b z G h b x y y b z  i k k j k k k k kr
ks1 ksk ks1i3m j y1r
k y1 k y1i i3m 3mj j y1r r
rª` 6< <G R b x y b z G 3m `, k k k k jr 0ksk ks1i3m j y1r
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where we made use of
h y1nq1
R b x G 0 n g N , . k k /kshn
 .  .which follows from 8 . Altogether we have shown z f c by b andB
 .statement a is proved.
THEOREM 3.3. Let B be a matrix with w ; c and let x g c R S beB B B
 .gi¨ en. Then there exists an index sequence l such that for each strongn
  m j..   m ..  .subsequence y of any 1-block sequence y with respect to l wen
 m j.  .  .ha¨e z [ yx f c , where y [  h y pointwise sum and h is anyB j j j
sequence in S .
H Proof. We assume x g L RS otherwise we may apply TheoremB B
.3.2 . First of all we remark that x f S if and only if there exists an « ) 0B
 .  .such that for each n g N there exist index sequences n and b withn j j n j j
< bn jy1 <b ) n such that  b x G « . Let « ) 0 and let the index se-n1 ksn n k kn j
quences be chosen in that way.
We put k [ 1 and choose n , k g N with k ) k such that1 1 2 2 1
1
y1< < < <b y b x - 2 n G n . nk k k 1
ks1
and
k y12
b x G « . n k k1
ksk1
After that we may choose n , k g N with k ) k and n ) n such that2 3 3 2 2 1
k y12
y2< < < <b y b x - 2 n G n , . nk k k 2
ks1
k y13
b x G « n k k2
ksk2
and
L L
y2 y2b x - 2 and b x - 2 n F n , k F l F L . . nk k k k 1 3
ksl ksl
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Having fixed n , . . . , n and k , . . . , k we choose n , k g N with1 i 2 iq1 iq1 iq2
k ) k and n ) n such thatiq2 iq1 iq1 i
k y1iq1
y iq1.< < < <b y b x - 2 n G n , . nk k k iq1
ks1
k y1iq2
b x G « 9 . n k kiq1
ksk iq1
and
L L
y iq1. y iq1.b x - 2 and b x - 2 nk k k k
ksl ksl
n F n , k F l F L . .i iq2
 .   m ..Now, we put l [ k n g N and let y be a 1-block sequence withn 2ny1
 .   m j..   m ..respect to l and y be a strong subsequence of y . Since it is an
 .strong subsequence there exists an index sequence j with m q 1 / mr j j q1r r
 .  m .  .r g N . For a representation of y m g N we may choose an index
 .sequence n withm
1 if l F k - ln n m . m mq1y s m , k g N . .k  0 otherwise
 m j.  .  .Thus, for y [  h y pointwise sum , where h is any sequence in S ,j j j
we have
h if l s k F k - l s k¡ j n 2n y1 n 2n y1m m m q1 m q1j j j j~y s 10 .k 0 if k - l or l F k - l .¢ n n nm m m1 j q1 j q1r r
Using the notations for A and AU as in the proof of 3.2 andi i
k y1 `iq2
B [ b z and C [ b z i n k k i n k ki i
ksk kski iq2
we get
iª` iª`U6 6A 0, A g c, C 0 .i i i
for z [ yx quite similarly to the corresponding cases in the proof of 3.2.
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 .Thus, z f c is proved if B f c. But this follows by the followingB i
 .  .considerations: If r g N and i [ 2n y 2 then by 9 and 10m q1jr
k y1 k y1iq1 iq1
< < < <B s b z s h b x G « ) 0 i n k k j n k ki i
ksk kski i
and if i [ 2n y 1 then B s 0 for any r g N.m q1 ijr
On the basis of Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 we get immediately the
following main result of the paper and its corollaries.
THEOREM 3.4. Let E be a sequence space containing w.
 .a If E has the SIGNED P OSCP, then
E ; F « E ; WF
for each L -space F.w
 .b If E has the SIGNED P 01-OSCP, then
E ; F « E ; SF
for each L -space F.w
 .  .In particular, the statements in a and b , respecti¨ ely, are fulfilled if F is a
separable FK-space, especially, a domain c of any matrix B.B
w xProof. In light of 1, Theorem 3.6; 4, Theorem 4.4 it is sufficient to
prove the theorem in the case of domains c ; thereby we should note thatB
w xwe may replace in 1, Theorem 3.6 ``separable FK-space'' by ``L -space.''w
Thus, let B be any matrix with E ; c .B
 .  .  .a Application of Theorem 3.2 in cases i and ii for a proof of
H w xE ; L for any B with E ; c . Then, by an inclusion theorem in 3 weB B
get E ; W for any B.B
 .  .b Application of a and Theorem 3.3.
COROLLARY 3.5. Let E be a sequence space containing w.
 .  b  b ..a If E has the SIGNED P OSCP, then E , s E , E is sequentially
complete.
 .  b  b ..b If E has the SIGNED P 01-OSCP, then E , s E , E is sequen-
  b ..tially complete and E, t E, E has AK.
w xProof. See 1; 4, Theorem 3.4 .
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COROLLARY 3.6. Let E be an FK-space containing w and Y be a sequence
space ha¨ing the SIGNED P GHP. Then
Y l W ; F « Y l W ; WE E F
holds for any L -space F.w
 .Proof. Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 applied to Remark 2.4 c .
Deducing consistency theorems is a motivation for summability theorists
to examine various gliding hump properties and oscillating properties of
sequence spaces. As an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.4 we get a very
general consistency theorem containing, with a few exceptions, all known
consistency theorems.
 .COROLLARY 3.7 Consistency . Let E, F be sequence spaces containing w
and let A, B be matrices with E q F ; c l c . If A and B are consistent onA B
 .F that is, lim x s lim x for each x g F and E has the SIGNED P OSCPA B
then A and B are consistent on E q F.
H H Proof. Since E has the SIGNED P OSCP we get E ; L lL seeA B
.Theorem 3.4 and its proof . The consistency of A and B on F and w ; F
implies
lim ek s a s b s lim ek k g N , .A k k B
thus
lim x s a x s b x s lim x x g E ; LH lLH ; . A k k k k B A B
k k
that is, A and B are consistent on E and therefore consistent on E q F.
w xCombining 2, Theorem 1; 4, Theorem 4.4 we get Corollary 3.6 in the
 w  .x.case in which Y has the P GHP see also 1, Remark 3.2 a . To prove that
Corollary 3.6 is a strict generalization we show that bs has the SIGNED
 .SP GHP. Obviously bs does not have the P GHP. For that we adjust C.
 wStuart's approach to the result that bs has the SIGNED P WGHP see 11,
x.Proposition 3.33 .
THEOREM 3.8. bs has the SIGNED SP GHP and it has neither the P GHP
 w x.for a definition see 1 nor the ABSOLUTE SP GHP.
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  j..Proof. Let x g bs and let y be a block sequence with M [
5  j. 5  .sup y - `. Furthermore, let g be chosen as in the definition ofb¨j j
the block sequence. Since the scalar sequence
g y1jq1
 j.a s a with a [ y x . j j k k
ksg j
 .is bounded we may choose a subsequence a g c and we may do it in ajn
way such that
< < yna y a - 2 for all r , n g N. 11 .j jn nq r
 .  .Now we take a subsequence of a and denote it again by a . It fulfillsj jn n
 .  .  .nq1.11 too. Choosing the sign sequence h s y1 we get yx g bs,n
 .nq1  jn .where y s  y1 y , noting the estimationsn
n n n
yi< <y x F a y a F 2 if g F n - g  k k j j j q1 j2 iy1 2 i 2n 2nq1
ks1 is1 is1
 .and use Abel's partial summation
n
5 5y x F 3M x if g F n - g , b sk k j j2ny1 2n
ksg j2ny1
n
5 5y x F 3M x if g F n - g y 1. b sk k j j q12n 2n
ksg j2n
Thus, bs has the SIGNED SP GHP. The further statements in the theorem
n . .are immediate consequences of the fact that x s y1 g bs.
w xThe following result was proved by D. Seydel 9, Satz 3.21 in the case of
FK-spaces E containing c and, more generally, by the first and third0
w xauthors 5 in the case of FK-spaces E containing cs.
COROLLARY 3.9. Let E be an FK-space containing w. Then
X b , s X b , X , where X [ bs l W , is sequentially complete 12 .  . . E
and, equi¨ alently,
bs l W ; F « bs l W ; W 13 .E E F
holds for any L -space F.w
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 .Proof. From Theorem 3.8, Theorem 3.1, and Remark 2.4 c , bs l WE
 .  .  .has the SIGNED P OSCP. Thus 12 follows from Corollary 3.5 a and 13
 .  . wfrom Corollary 3.6. For the equivalence of 12 and 13 see 4, Theorem
 .  .x4.4 a m d .
w xIn 11, Proposition 3.30 , C. Stuart gave another proof of the fact that bs
has the SIGNED P WGHP. We note that his proof works only if one takes
 4the sign sequence in 1, y1 for real sequences. However, in the real or
complex case we can improve the result of C. Stuart}using his method of
proof}by the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 3.10. Let m be an index sequence with m s 1 and letn 0
 n.. n. m ny1 jy be a block sequence with representation y s  y e such thatjsm jny 1
5 n. 5  .sup y \ Q - `. Then for each x g bs there exists a sequence s s sb¨n n
in S such that the coordinatewise sum z [ ` s xyn. g bs.ns1 n
 n..Proof. Let x g bs and let y be as in the statement of the theorem.
Define a signum sequence s by
 nq1.:sgn x , y
1. :s [ sgn x , y and s [ y n g N .1 nq1 n k . :sgn  s x , y .ks1 k
 .with the convention sgn 0 s 1 and let
`
n.z [ s xy . n
ns1
Let N g N and choose n g N with m F N - m ; thenn nq1
m y1N Nn
z F z q z .  i i i
is1 is1 ism n
Now, for all n , m g N, n F m, and all j g N we get by Abel's partial
summation
m
 j.  j.5 5 5 5 5 5x y F 3 y x F 3Q x \ M , b¨ b s b sk k
ksn
thus
N N
nq1.z s x y F M . i i i
ism ismn n
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< m1y1 < < m ny1 <Clearly  z F M and if  z F M thenis1 i is1 i
m y1 m y1 m y1nq1 n nq1
z s z q z F M  i i i
is1 is1 ism n
since
m y1 m y1 m y1 m y1nq1 nq1 n nq1
nq1.z s x y F M and z , z   i i i i i
ism ism is1 ismn n n
< m ny1 <have opposite directions. Thus  z F M for all n g N and henceis1 i
N< < z F 2 M so z g bs. This proves the theorem.is1 i
We close the paper with some remarks.
Theorem 3.1 tells us that W has the SIGNED P OSCP whenever E is anE
 .FK-space. However, by Theorem 3.4 b , W does not have the SIGNEDE
P 01-OSP if E is a separable FK-space fulfilling W / S .E E
w x w xFollowing the lines of C. Swartz 12 and C. Stuart 11 it makes sense to
generalize the gliding hump and oscillating properties defined in 2.1, 2.2,
 .and 2.3 to spaces of vector valued sequences. In particular, Theorem 3.4 b
remains true in the case of sequence spaces E over Frechet spaces andÂ
domains F of operator valued matrices. By that, we get an essential
w xgeneralization of the result of C. Stuart 11, Theorem 3.5 . These and other
observations dealing with the vector valued case will be presented in
another note of the first and third authors.
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